Secure Collaboration Solutions

From inter-agency information sharing
to modernization and telecommuting
demands, today’s federal agencies face
a host of far-reaching communication
and collaboration challenges. Left
unaddressed, these problems could
jeopardize not only individual projects
but personal safety—not to mention the
agency’s overall mission. Fortunately,
there’s never been a better time to
adapt and evolve.

THE CHALLENGE

OUR APPROACH

Today’s federal agencies face numerous compliance demands,

Modern organizations realize that the key to a more

including modernization requirements, along with telework,

productive, collaborative, secure workforce is a unified,

security and cloud regulations. Meanwhile, with many

interoperable collaboration ecosystem. Whether it’s a project

agencies based in sprawling campuses and employees located

requiring participation from people spread thousands of

across the globe, the need for seamless communication is

miles apart, a warfighter in a combat zone or a person

particularly critical.

experiencing a medical emergency on a massive campus, the

Too often, unfortunately, agencies rely on legacy systems
and disparate collaboration tools that can lead to delayed
decision making, unforeseen costs, disjointed teams,
loss of productivity, inefficient use of space, increased
security risks and more.
Between shrinking budgets, a constant stream of cyber
threats, never-ending security audits and personnel
constraints—achieving secure, anywhere, anytime
collaboration is more complex than ever.
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right collaboration experience can be the difference between
mission success and institutional failure. Force 3’s approach to
collaboration means:
• Reliable network access anytime, anywhere, from any 		
device, with end-to-end security
• Solutions designed to enable seamless collaboration for 		
every department and every user
• Assurance that your people can communicate when it 		
matters most

Learn more about Force 3's Collaboration Solutions.
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Secure Collaboration Solutions

OUR OFFERINGS
Force 3 helps clients navigate the complexity of today’s
collaboration landscape to develop a comprehensive strategy
complete with modern technologies designed to support your
mission. With the right collaboration tools, you can transform
how your people and teams interact and work together. The
result? An organization and employees who are empowered
to succeed.

COLLABORATION SOLUTIONS

COLLABORATION SERVICES

For both large and small enterprises alike, we offer a

Consulting

comprehensive range of unified communications and

Force 3 engineers will assess organizational and technical

collaboration solutions, including:
Calling
Secure audio and video communication

requirements; develop a project schedule and management
plan; design, configure and implement solutions designed for
your environment and desired outcomes.
Support

Messaging
Personal and team-based messaging and sharing
Meetings
Cloud and on-premise conferencing and webcasting

Our team of U.S. based security cleared engineers offer 24/7
support paired with optimization services and health checks
to deliver a comprehensive experience.
Residency
Fill gaps in your existing operational capabilities through

Contact Center

on-site engineers that can manage and maintain every aspect

Continuous customer experience across devices

of your collaboration architecture.

Emergency Notification
Crisis management and 911 alerting
A/V Systems
Integrated rooms, multi-class and digital signage

ABOUT FORCE 3
Force 3 is the Network Security Company. We
provide secure IT solutions and services for clients
who demand value and reliability. Together with our
parent company, Sirius Computer Solutions, we offer
a wide range of solutions and services backed by
expert engineers and strategic partnerships.
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